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These days, Pakistan has a reason to celebrate. It is the fifth anniversary of its 18th constitutional amendment. But is it just an amendment or a constitutional revolution? Only two years after the end of military rule the country deconstructed its state order and reinvented provincial autonomy under a federal roof. With the 18th amendment, Pakistan has given itself in April 2010 a contemporary, democratic and federal state order, which allows the country to build decentralized and local government structures. Now, five years after the amendment, it is possible to hold democratic elections at the federal, provincial and local levels and provides an unprecedented opportunity for Pakistan to consolidate its democracy after the centrist regime.

But significant federal institutions and implementation mechanisms in charge of the devolution at all levels of government are still little developed or even non-existent. Also, the highly desired inter-provincial coordination remains in its infancy and is not supported by any effective structure. Risks of failure of a timely, coordinated and fully implemented 18th constitutional amendment remain in terms of party, societal and security politics. This could lead to a democratic, institutional and economic backlash in Pakistan and give a strong impetus to the defiance movements and these again could provoke a military response.

Since the adoption of the 18th amendment, UNDP strives to strengthen participatory federalism and decentralization at all three government levels in parallel. UNDP and its partners continue in focusing their capacity building efforts on the key institutions in charge of the devolution process in order to strengthen effective service delivery in a manner that is transparent and accountable to the people at the local level.

The Council of Common Interests (CCI) as the central political institution regulates the competencies and settles disputes between the federal government and the provinces. The CCI exists in the Constitution since 1973, but its competencies became relevant only through the democratic constitution and its 18th amendment in April 2010. The CCI consists essentially of the Prime Minister and the Chief Ministers of the four provinces. It is meant to harmonize the interests between the federal government and the provinces and regulates the distribution of essential tasks of state services and social and economic development, budget, culture and education. But the CCI remains behind expectations because its corresponding mechanisms in the provinces are underdeveloped, as well as the so much needed inter-provincial cooperation. According to Article 154 (III) of the Constitution, the CCI should operate a permanent secretariat and meet at least every 90 days. Until March 2015, the CCI has met 16 times and is administratively supported by the Federal Ministry for Inter Provincial Cooperation. This interim solution is constitutionally doubtful, since the ministry is an integral part of the federal government and puts the independent function of the CCI into question.

The Federal Ministry for Inter-provincial Cooperation (IPC) is corresponding in the four provinces with the respective Provincial IPC Departments to accompany the devolution between the federal and provincial administrative. Here, the concrete responsibilities of political, social and fiscal nature are distributed. The Provincial Department IPCs thereby prepare the line departments of the provinces in the realization of their still new responsibilities. Unfortunately, the line-departments are often overwhelmed with the newly devolved tasks, in particular in the downstream process to the district administrations. UNDP is assisting several provincial departments in the formulation of provincial policies, legal and public administration reforms and its implementation into districts and the local level.

Interprovincial cooperation is another institutional challenge. Currently, the provinces manage the transfer of devolved duties in a state of isolation. The provinces should transfer their new competencies into province-specific management actions through their IPC departments along with the line ministries. In this process, provinces work often isolated from each other without dividing the labour but having all the same tasks. They could jointly develop their policy and learn from each other but rarely coordinate their own provincial policy towards the federal government. Through the establishment of a formal inter-provincial coordination mechanism led by the provinces, equally substantial problems with the transfer of competencies could be cleared and tailor made province-specific solutions could be coordinated here (i.e. creation of a provincial health policy). Further, the provinces could jointly regulate competence building in essential policies, saving time and resources. UNDP is assisting the provinces through inter-provincial meetings in formulating and coordinating their policies on public health management, local governance, higher education and on extractives and energy.

At the other end of the new state organization are the local governments with democratically legitimized representatives. So far, only the province of Balochistan has gone through all stages of the local elections successfully and thus disposes mayors and councils on the district and community level. Earlier this year, the Election Commission of Pakistan (ECP) has finally fixed election dates for the three other provinces and local elections should be carried out in all three provinces within the next twelve months. The provinces of Khyber Pakhtunkhwa, Punjab and Sindh are little or not at all prepared for this step and have made only a few arrangements for implementing their respective acts on local government. UNDP is providing technical assistance to provincial departments, district administrations and local governments through capacity development and management reforms, in particular in the context of local elections in 2015.

However, successful implementation of these elections and consequently functioning local governments would be the essential and logical conclusion of the 18th amendment. They would hold elected councils responsible for service delivery, economic development and security to their citizens. They would legitimize state action at the district and community levels and strengthen participatory federalism through more democracy and transparency against separatist movements on the ground. With more political commitment and consequent action, the constitutional reform through its 18th amendment has the potential to bridge the diversity of people and facilitate national unity.
The 18th Constitutional Amendment was unanimously passed by the Parliament and notified in the Gazette of Pakistan on 20th April, 2010. This amendment introduced changes to about 36 percent of the 1973 Constitution of Pakistan: 102 out of 280 Articles of the Constitution were amended, inserted, added, substituted or deleted. The 18th Constitutional Amendment has redefined the structural contours of the state through a paradigm shift from a heavily centralized to a predominantly decentralized federation. Literature suggests that federalism was originally devised and continues to be viewed as an institutional mechanism for dividing power and sovereignty between national and regional levels of governments in order to reduce the likelihood of an authoritarian or overly centralized government. In this context, the new constitutional framework of Pakistan has reinforced a multi-level governance system by extending greater autonomy to the federating units (provinces) and laying down fundamentals of substantive decentralization at the lower tiers of the local governance. 

Pakistan’s Constitution delineates the extent of executive authorities of federal and provincial governments through Article 90 and 137 respectively. The executive authority of the federation extends to matters with respect to which the Parliament holds the power to make laws, including the exercise of rights, authority and jurisdiction in and outside Pakistan, while the executive authority of the province extends to matters with respect to which the Provincial Assembly has the power to make laws. Principally, the executive authority has been conditioned with the legislative authority at the federal and provincial levels. The 18th amendment has re-demarcated the jurisdictions of Pakistan’s multi-level governance at the federal, inter-provincial and provincial levels by revising the Federal Legislative List Part I and Part II and abolishing the erstwhile Concurrent Legislative List. Subsequently, the legislative and executive authorities of the federal and provincial governments have been delimited by assigning the exclusivity of 53 subjects to the federal government, 18 subjects to the Council of Common Interests (CCI) and all residual subjects to the provincial governments. Further redistribution of functions at the district, tehsil and union council levels has been vested with the provincial governments in accordance with the policy framework enunciated in Article 140 (A) of the Constitution.

Pakistan’s architecture of multi-level governance necessitates developing corresponding frameworks of diverse, shared and decentralized public policy–responding to the jurisdictions of the respective tiers of governance. In literature, multi-level governance (MLG) refers to the explicit or implicit sharing of policy-making authority, responsibility, development and implementation at different administrative and territorial levels including, across different ministries and/or public agencies at the central government level, between different layers of government at the local, regional, provincial/state, national and supranational levels and, across different actors at sub national/provincial levels.

This article will attempt to revisit the first five years of the passage of the 18th Constitutional Amendment with a focus on understanding the imperatives of an evolving federal structure on public policy and multi-level governance in Pakistan. It will do so by first, looking at functional redistribution spearheaded by the Implementation Commission (IC), second, analyzing the areas of convergence and contest at inter-governmental level, third analyzing the level of preparedness of provinces to optimize policy spaces provided by the amendment; and finally some futuristic projections for a federalist and decentralized public policy in Pakistan.

Functional re-distribution at the federal and provincial levels

After the unanimous passage of the 18th amendment, the process of the redistribution of subjects, functions and ministerial restructuring at the federal level was steered by a time bound IC constituted by the federal government on 4th May, 2010. The commission completed the designated task on 30th June 2011, within the deadline set out in the 18th Amendment Bill. The Implementation Commission comprised of members of Parliament representing Pakistan Peoples’ Party Parliamentarians (PPP), Pakistan Muslim League–Nawaz (PMLN), Awami National Party (ANP), Pakistan Muslim League–Quaid-e-Azam (PML-Q), Jamiat Ulama e Islam–Fazal (JUI-F), Muttahida Qaumi Movement (MQM) Pakistan Peoples Party Sherpao (PPP-S), National Party (NP) and Pakistan Muslim League–Functional (PMLF).

In 68 meetings and a number of inter-governmental consultations spanning over thirteen months, the IC examined the financial, administrative, legal and international aspects of devolution and made some far-reaching decisions which introduced a new framework of inter-governmental relations in the country. The commission ensured that any legislation, activity or function to be retained in the federal government was supported by a corresponding entry in the Federal Legislative List or an Article of the Constitution and would not encroach upon subjects that were purely provincial in terms of the Constitutional provisions.

Moreover, the commission constituted a number of sub-committees/expert panels to devise recommendations on:

- Laws/rules to be amended or enacted as a consequence of devolution;
- Adjustment of employees that would be rendered surplus after winding-up of various ministries/divisions and subordinate organizations;
- Making budgetary provisions for clearing liabilities of devolved organizations;
- Creating a Devolution Cell under the Cabinet Division to administer assets of devolved ministries/divisions and subordinate organizations;
- Distribution of such assets and allocations of buildings or offices of devolved organizations to other federal government organizations;
- Examining the legal, administrative and financial aspects relating to the transfer of employees of different categories and suggesting measures including amendments in laws, rules and regulations, for their absorption and career progression.

Key decisions of the Implementation Commission included:

- Abolition of 17 federal ministries/divisions: The identified ministries were wound up in three phases with transfer of provincial subjects to the provinces and reallocation of remaining functions to other ministries/divisions in the federal government. Abolished ministries included culture, education, special initiatives, environment, health, labour and manpower, local government and rural development, minorities affairs, population welfare, social welfare and special education, sports, tourism, women development, youth affairs, zakat and ushr. [1]
According to Article 172(3), the oil and gas producing provinces are entitled to have 50 percent ownership and management control on oil and gas and mineral resources in 50 blocks allotted to national and international oil exploration companies in different provinces two years ago could not begin due to the absence of a consensus framework between the federal petroleum ministry and respective provinces.

Convergence and contest in inter-governmental relations

The implementation of the 18th amendment in terms of ensuring subjects, functions, institutions, assets and projects was completed on 30th June 2011, some issues remain to be resolved. The IC expired on a stipulated date and the pending issues were taken up by the CCI, which remains a permanent body to address intergovernmental disputes on issues of recurring contest between provinces and the federal government. All matters related to inter-governamental relations are decided by the CCI at its meetings, which may be attended by the Chief Secretaries of provinces and the Federal Secretaries of relevant ministries. The implementation of the 18th amendment required substantial changes in the existing legal, regulatory and policy frameworks on devolved and shared subjects. About 48 federal laws were amended or modified to address the pace and process of transition management (see article “Civil Society Perspective: Federalism sans federal culture”).

Following are some key issues which await policy decisions:

a. Operationalization of joint ownership on oil and natural gas: According to Article 172(3), the oil and gas producing provinces are entitled to have 50 percent ownership and management control on oil and gas and mineral resources in 50 blocks allotted to national and international oil exploration companies in different provinces two years ago could not begin due to the absence of a consensus framework between the federal petroleum ministry and respective provinces.

b. Policy regulation and supervisory control of CCI: Some key subjects enlisted in the Federal Legislative List II need to be studied in order to determine as to how the policy, regulatory and supervisory control of these subjects can be governed by the CCI under the framework of shared responsibility and joint control. Provincial representations in federal regulatory authorities and mechanism for joint management of electricity, ports, national planning and transportation, defense and military authorities, national planning and national economic coordination, supervison and management of public debt, census, standards in higher education etc. (See article “Participatory Decision Making and Sectoral Inter-Provincial Relations: Studying Five years of the Council of Common Interests 2010-2015”).

Cultivating a political culture of consensus-building

The CCI discussed 105 agenda items in sixteen meetings held in the last five years. Various ministries of the federal government moved 99 summaries, while provinces have moved only 6 summaries in the last five years. Some bills and policies approved by the CCI in the last five years include Private Power and Infrastructure Board Bill, 2010, Draft Securities and Exchange Commission of Pakistan Bill, 2011, Policy Guidelines for Power Generation through Small Independent Power Projects below 50 MW Capacity, Special Economic Zones Bill, 2011, Distribution of Zakat Funds to Federal Areas and Provinces and Distribution of Areas of Unutilized Zakat Funds claimed by the Provinces and lastly, the 6th Regulation Housing Census with a shared fiscal responsibility from divisible pool.

Provinces are not mere passive participants of the CCI. They can request a meeting through formal communication with the Chairman of CCI. Provinces have also been enabled to set the agenda for CCI meetings. In its meeting held on 1st February, 2011, the CCI decided that the federal ministries/divisions initiating summaries for it should ensure their prior circulation to the provinces and their comments before being placed in the agenda of the CCI. The CCCI Minutes of the 11th Meeting held on 28th February, 2011, recorded the following box feature “Status of Implementation of Article 172(3)”.

Policy disconnects, impending issues and provincial advocacy

The implementation of the 18th amendment required substantial changes in the existing legal, regulatory and policy frameworks on devolved and shared subjects. About 48 federal laws were identified which needed amendments to reflect the intents of the 18th amendment. Rules of Business at federal and provincial levels have been amended and a number of critical issues have been resolved. However, some issues remain unrectified because of the lack of political will, policy disconnects and the absence of evidence-based strategies hampering the pace and process of transition management (see article “Civil Society Perspective: Federalism sans federal culture”).

Following are some key issues which await policy decisions:

a. Operationalization of joint ownership on oil and...
Employment Old-Age Benefit Institution (EOBI): The EOBI was established in 1976 to provide for compulsory social insurance. EOBI had assets worth Rs 148 billion. It extends benefits to insured persons or their survivors in terms of old-age pension, survivor’s pension, invalid-old-age pension and death benefit. The Federal Board of Revenue (FBR) collects five percent worker wages in an industry, to be employed by the employer, and one per cent of the wages, to be paid by the employee, and places the funds at the disposal of the EOBI. EOBI then utilizes these funds for payments such as old-age pension, old-age grant and invalidity pension. The EOBI head office is located in Karachi and 38 percent of the EOBI contributions are generated in Sindh. All four provinces demanded the devolution of EOBI assets but it is still retained by the federal government.

Pakistan Baitul Mal: After the devolution of sports, provinces demanded that Pakistan Sports Board should be reconstituted with more than 50 percent representation from the provinces.

National Assembly: The Pakistan National Assembly passed the 18th Amendment to the Constitution in 2010, which devolved power between federal and provincial tiers of governance; however, the trickle-down effect of this vertical devolution has not been equitably distributed to the lower tiers by the provincial capitals. A provincial revenue formula was enacted in 2010 to ensure that divisible subject’s revenue is allocated on a basis of population and financial capacity. The amendment provided provinces with legislative, institutional, policy and planning spaces to create a system of context-specific governance for better service delivery at the grassroots level. The amendment identified a number of provincial matters relating to the fiscal and related economic policies, administration, management, imposition, levy and collection of taxes, duties, cess and other levies, by creating an organization (Sindh Revenue Board) capable of enforcing the tax system through application of modern techniques of information and developing an automated system of collection and assessment of tax. The amendment also provided for elections of local government in the last nine years except in Balochistan which did not conduct LG elections in the last seven years. The first phase of local government elections took place in Balochistan on 7th December 2012, second phase on 29th May, 2014 and third phase on 31st December 2014. Fourth and last phase was conducted on 28th January, 2015, which was for elections of mayors, deputy mayors or chairman and deputy chairman of 32 districts of Balochistan. The interpretation of devolution is key to the successful institutional transfer of functions and powers to the lower tier governments. Unfortunately, the interpretation of devolution in Pakistan has been a matter of constant debate. Following the 18th Amendment, the federal government has devolved administrative control of the National Focal Points for different ministries to the provinces. The devolution of functions, however, has not been accompanied by a corresponding increase in funding. The federal government has not provided an adequate source of revenue for the newly devolved functions and institutions.

Consequently, the fiscal and policy controls have been concentrated in the provincial legislatures and executives. The legislative instrument of trickle-down decentralization in this case could have been through the formulation of local governments with substantive devolution of fiscal and administrative authorities to local governments at district, tehsil and union council levels. There has been no election of local government in the last nine years except in Balochistan which did not conduct LG elections. The first phase of local government elections took place in Balochistan on 7th December 2012, second phase on 29th May, 2014 and third phase on 31st December 2014. Fourth and last phase was conducted on 28th January, 2015, which was for elections of mayors, deputy mayors or chairman and deputy chairman of 32 districts of Balochistan. The interpretation of devolution is key to the successful institutional transfer of functions and powers to the lower tier governments. Unfortunately, the interpretation of devolution in Pakistan has been a matter of constant debate. Following the 18th Amendment, the federal government has devolved administrative control of the National Focal Points for different ministries to the provinces. The devolution of functions, however, has not been accompanied by a corresponding increase in funding. The federal government has not provided an adequate source of revenue for the newly devolved functions and institutions.

The exponential devolution of legislative, executive and policy arenas from federal government to the provinces and redistribution of subjects and attached departments within federal government was not free of contest, controversies and skepticism. Centrist tendencies in politics, bureaucracy, civil society and media remained skeptical and critical of “hurried devolution” while federalist and devolutionist tendencies remained unprepared to actualize the home-driven process of devolution with technical ingenuity. The framers of 18th Amendment established a framework consisting of “too-lite-too-late” and “too-much-too-soon.” Some viewed that the amendment has weakened while others believed that it has strengthened the existent federal form of government. A universally acceptable form of the federation guarantees a balanced distribution of power among the federating units, including the local governments. However, local government elections remained an elusive goal in Pakistan. The Iqbal Academy and Aiwan-i-Iqbal located in Lahore have been assigned to the Inter-Provincial Division. Punjab demanded the transfer of these assets.

The administration of Pakistan Sports Board was transferred to the Province of Punjab. Punjab Assembly passed the Sports Development Act 2010. The Punjab Sports Board has set up impressive examples in terms of introducing instruments of transparency and accountability in governance and the process of public policy (See article “Ensuring Right to Information and Public Accountability: Inter-Provincial Comparisons”).

The 18th amendment provided provinces with legislative, institutional, policy and planning spaces to create a system of context-specific governance for better service delivery at the grassroots level. The amendment identified a number of provincial matters relating to the fiscal and related economic policies, administration, management, imposition, levy and collection of taxes, duties, cess and other levies, by creating an organization (Sindh Revenue Board) capable of enforcing the tax system through application of modern techniques of information and developing an automated system of collection and assessment of tax. The amendment also provided for elections of local government in the last nine years except in Balochistan which did not conduct LG elections. The first phase of local government elections took place in Balochistan on 7th December 2012, second phase on 29th May, 2014 and third phase on 31st December 2014. Fourth and last phase was conducted on 28th January, 2015, which was for elections of mayors, deputy mayors or chairman and deputy chairman of 32 districts of Balochistan. The interpretation of devolution is key to the successful institutional transfer of functions and powers to the lower tier governments. Unfortunately, the interpretation of devolution in Pakistan has been a matter of constant debate. Following the 18th Amendment, the federal government has devolved administrative control of the National Focal Points for different ministries to the provinces. The devolution of functions, however, has not been accompanied by a corresponding increase in funding. The federal government has not provided an adequate source of revenue for the newly devolved functions and institutions.

The exponential devolution of legislative, executive and policy arenas from federal government to the provinces and redistribution of subjects and attached departments within federal government was not free of contest, controversies and skepticism. Centrist tendencies in politics, bureaucracy, civil society and media remained skeptical and critical of “hurried devolution” while federalist and devolutionist tendencies remained unprepared to actualize the home-driven process of devolution with technical ingenuity. The framers of 18th Amendment established a framework consisting of “too-lite-too-late” and “too-much-too-soon.” Some viewed that the amendment has weakened while others believed that it has strengthened the
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Another example is the Saindak Copper-Gold mine, where mineral, oil and natural gas became the property of the operating company whereas, the province is only paid the royalty and federal excise duty. This distribution of profits formula is against the will of the Balochistan government.

Khyber Pakhtunkhwa (KP) has established an oil and gas development company and recently formulated the Mineral Policy and is working on upgrading the Mineral Act 1948 and replacing the Mine Safety Act of 1923 with modern legislation. The oil and gas company has been allocated Rs 10 billion to develop a comprehensive action plan for accelerating work on exploration of oil and gas in the province. In addition, the KP government is strongly advocating their case with the federal government for the release of six billion as net hydel profit and also requesting the federal government to hand over charge of the Peshawar electricity supply company.

Inter-provincial mechanisms need to be developed on devolved subjects by creating interface between provinces for experience sharing and mutual learning on effective management of devolved subjects with special reference to the social sector.

The provincial governments of Balochistan and KPK have shown a strong desire to implement Article 172(3). In order to effectively operationalize Article 172(3) there is a need for an informed dialogue to generate inter-governmental consensus.

Provincial governments need to review their Rules of Development Advocate Pakistan structure. However, it was less studied and analyzed as what would be the implications of the amendment on the delivery of critical services to the citizens and how the process of transition management could be made more informed, inclusive and result-oriented in increasing the quality and outreach of development outcomes at respective tiers of governance.

Understandably, it was challenging for the oversized federal government to concede its power and space to the provincial governments as it was promising for provinces to reclaim the same. Therefore, the process of the implementation of the 18th amendment was and continues to be an institutionalized process enabling constant contest of power and space between federal and provincial tiers. The experience of other federal countries suggests that institutional politics of contest and negotiation are the essential dynamics of federalism. Federalism, at the end of the day, encourages greater formalization of joint policy decisions and agreements between different levels and units of government.

Pakistan is considered to be a transitional democracy and an evolving federation undergoing problems. There is a greater room for the repositioning and realignment of public policies in line with the constitutional contours of multi-level governance inspired by a federalist paradigm. Multi-level public policies are required for multi-level governance. Two key questions need to be addressed by the public policy frameworks and processes under a federalist paradigm:

a. How can governments customize public policy to be adapted to specific contexts, avoiding the ‘one fits all’ approach, and develop coherence among the diversity of sub-national/regional/provincial characteristics and strategies?

b. How can governments identify, assess and address multi-level governance challenges in order to improve the effectiveness of public policies in decentralized contexts?

Continuous contest, institutionalized negotiation and quest for smooth building for equitable inter-governmental relations can be the building blocks of a functional federal structure of Pakistan. Following are six indicative policy recommendations for the consideration of political and policy leadership at the federal and provincial levels to further strengthen the participatory federalism and decentralization in the country:

a. Appropriate steps to be taken to develop the institutional design and establish an independent secretariat of the Council of Common Interests (CCI) as provided by the 18th amendment. The CCI Secretariat should have equal provincial representation in the functioning and management thereof.

b. Establish a Parliamentary Commission on Civil Service Reforms with representation from provinces to implement a pending recommendation of the Parliamentary Commission on Constitutional Reforms (PCCR) and initiate a constructive dialogue between Federal Public Service Commission and Provincial Public Service Commissions for comprehensive reforms in the civil service sector keeping in view the devolved environment and principles of provincial autonomy.

c. Inter-provincial mechanisms need to be developed on devolved subjects with the interface between provinces for experience sharing and mutual learning on effective management of devolved subjects with special reference to the social sector.

d. Federal government needs to emerge as a ‘coordinating government’ facilitating the provincial governments to address regional and intra-regional disparities and create an enabling environment for equitable inter-governmental relations. Federal overreach on subjects devolved to provinces needs to be restrained.

e. Provincial governments need to review their Rules of Business and bring amendments therein to devolve fiscal, policy and planning authorities to the district, tehsil and union council tiers through elected local governments. Provinces also need to address intra-province disparities by constituting Provincial and District Finance Commissions, ensuring fiscal equalization at the grassroots level.

f. A comprehensive coordination and communication mechanism on implementation and reporting on international agreements, treaties, protocols and covenants need to be established for consolidated reporting at international fora.

The amendment in Article 172 has been made with the intent to make provinces more autonomous when dealing with transactions related to mineral oil and natural gas. Currently, there is no agreed policy and institutional framework that could bring the benefits of the amendment to the provinces. Provinces lack the capacity to tap the potential benefits of joint control over petroleum resources. For this purpose, a phased programme is required to develop policy, legal and institutional framework which could enable federal and provincial governments to implement Article 172 in the spirit of the 18th amendment.

The National Mineral Policy was formulated in 2013 with a vision to increase the economic contribution of the mining sector to Pakistan’s economy through more private investment and to ensure smooth operational and efficient functioning of the provincial and federal institutions in the implementation of the regulatory and legislative regime for the mining sector in light of the 18th amendment.

In 1993, Balochistan’s caretaker Chief Minister granted exploration rights to BHP in Reko Diq. The agreement granted BHP 75 per cent share in discoveries for the next 56 years. Prior to the amendment, the federal government was the owner of mineral, oil and natural gas resources. Prior to the amendment, the federal government exercised an exclusive control over these natural resources and was governing institutional, regulatory, legislative and operational arrangements. However, a fundamental change has been brought about through the 18th amendment, whereby Article 172(3) has been inserted to review the question of which, ownership of oil and gas resources has been vested jointly and equally in the federal government and the relevant provinces. The revised Article 172(3) is a key provision concerning oil and gas ownership that states:

‘172 (3) Subject to the existing commitments and obligations, mineral oil and natural gas within the Province or the territorial waters adjacent thereto shall vest jointly and equally in that Province and the Federal Government.’

A fundamental change ushered through the 18th amendment was providing the provinces equal ownership of mineral, oil and natural gas resources. Prior to the amendment, the federal government exercised an exclusive control over these natural resources and was governing institutional, regulatory, legislative and operational arrangements. However, a big change has been brought about through the 18th amendment, whereby Article 172(3) has been inserted to review the question of which ownership of oil and gas resources has been vested jointly and equally in the federal government and the relevant provinces. The revised Article 172(3) is a key provision concerning oil and gas ownership that states:

‘172 (3) Subject to the existing commitments and obligations, mineral oil and natural gas within the Province or the territorial waters adjacent thereto shall vest jointly and equally in that Province and the Federal Government.’

The amendment in Article 172 has been made with the intent to make provinces more autonomous when dealing with transactions related to mineral oil and natural gas. Currently, there is no agreed policy and institutional framework that could bring the benefits of the amendment to the provinces. Provinces lack the capacity to tap the potential benefits of joint control over petroleum resources. For this purpose, a phased programme is required to develop policy, legal and institutional framework which could enable federal and provincial governments to implement Article 172 in the spirit of the 18th amendment.

The National Mineral Policy was formulated in 2013 with a vision to increase the economic contribution of the mining sector to Pakistan’s economy through more private investment and to ensure smooth operational and efficient functioning of the provincial and federal institutions in the implementation of the regulatory and legislative regime for the mining sector in light of the 18th amendment.

In 1993, Balochistan’s caretaker Chief Minister granted exploration rights to BHP in Reko Diq. The agreement granted BHP 75 per cent share in discoveries for the next 56 years. According to the agreement, the Balochistan government would get 25 per cent share on a joint investment and a mere two per cent royalty. This agreement, after the insertion of Article 172 (3), is against the constitution. Subsequently, the Supreme Court of Pakistan in 2013 declared in an order, the joint venture as void. However, the international firm approached the International Centre for Settlement of Investment Disputes, citing a breach of contract and since then the Reko Diq project is in a conundrum.

In 1993, Balochistan’s caretaker Chief Minister granted exploration rights to BHP in Reko Diq. The agreement granted BHP 75 per cent share in discoveries for the next 56 years. According to the agreement, the Balochistan government would get 25 per cent share on a joint investment and a mere two per cent royalty. This agreement, after the insertion of Article 172 (3), is against the constitution. Subsequently, the Supreme Court of Pakistan in 2013 declared in an order, the joint venture as void. However, the international firm approached the International Centre for Settlement of Investment Disputes, citing a breach of contract and since then the Reko Diq project is in a conundrum.
The year 2015 provides an opportunity for an evaluation of the 18th amendment after five years. The initial euphoria about it engulfed a large section of the population including the ethnic leadership, liberal intelligentsia and the civil society. It symbolized a giant leap forward in the direction of parliamentary sovereignty, provincial autonomy, representation of religious minorities in the Senate and an ethnic identity to Khyber-Pakhtunkhwa (KP). Scholarship about the new dynamics of federalism in Pakistan mushroomed, partly due to the interest of the donor community. However, the amendment was also criticized for falling short of maximum provincial autonomy, non-transfer of a major part of revenue-raising authority and absence of administrative centralization.

The task of the implementation of the amendment ran into difficulties on various accounts. The process of the transfer of ministries to the four provincial governments ran into problems on various grounds. The process of the transfer of ministries to the four provincial governments ran into problems on various grounds.

A parallel concern was an emergent dichotomy between the devolution of power to provinces and the continuing pattern of the centralization of administration and finance in the absence of an agenda of civil service reforms. This meant giving one hand and taking by the other. The civil bureaucracy recruited, trained, posted, transferred, evaluated and promoted by Islamabad—has been running the provincial administration in the post-18th amendment period much as before. The bureaucracy operates at an all Pakistan level, rooted in an institutional ethos cultivated through a rigorous process of post-recruitment socialization. There has been a demand for a provincial civil service that would have a new mindset suitable for the regional agenda. However, such a move is nowhere on the horizon.

A major part of the federalist project in Pakistan related to the one-province-dominates-all situation, reflects the demographic preponderance of Punjab at 54 percent of the national population. To meet this anomaly, the 1973 Constitution provided a bicameral parliament, whereby the upper chamber Senate provides equal representation for all the provinces. However, the disproportionately high level of representation of smaller provinces is offset by the differential policy scope of the two houses of parliament in as much as the Senate has no authority over money bills. The 18th amendment made it mandatory to send all bills to the Senate for vote, even if it was not binding for legislation concerning the budget. Also, it made the provision for four Senators from minority communities. The 2015 elections for the Senate made it clear that bicameralism as the way to constrain Punjab’s majority and make Pakistan a balanced federation fell short of meeting its objectives. Although the Senate was conceived to be a forum for representation of provinces, it has become a representative of political parties, as a mere extension of the party strength in provincial assemblies through the PR-STV (proportional representation-single transferable vote) system. There is demand for reforms in the Senate election in the direction of list system, open ballot system and direct elections instead of the present two-tier elections, as well as transfer of budgetary powers to the Senate.

The 18th amendment strengthened the provinces and indirectly their majority communities—Punjabis, Sindhis, Pakhtuns and the Baloch. However, their respective minority communities—speakers of Sindhi, Urdu, Hindko and Pashto—felt grossly alienated. They called for new linguistic provinces in order to make the federation more balanced by bringing onboard the un-represented communities. But, the Punjab-based ruling party Pakistan Muslim League-Nawaz (PML-N) and the state apparatuses of army and bureaucracy remain committed to status quo in this regard. Unlike India, the procedure for formation of new provinces in Pakistan is extremely difficult and not likely to allow provincial reorganization anytime soon.

While the 18th amendment enjoined the provincial governments to hold elections for local bodies and establish self-government at the district and sub-district levels, in reality devolution of power downwards amounted to an act of omission on the part of PCCR. Contrary to lofty ideals about local government being a nursery of democracy, providing government at the doorstep, making citizens direct stakeholders in the system and ensuring political accountability at the grassroots level, local bodies have been pawns in the hands of civil and military governments. The latter directly legislated about it bypassing the provinces, empowered District and Union Councils by way of funding and electoral legitimacy, and thus rendered the constituency level party workers redundant. Province has traditionally operated as a citadel of power for politicians. While struggling for devolution of power from the centre, which is imbued with 90 percent of revenue-raising authority, control over civil bureaucracy, and near-monopoly over public policy, politicians feel insecure about devolving power to the district. Not surprisingly, local bodies election have
One can ask various questions to judge the efficacy of the post-18th amendment arrangement for the devolution of power. Has CCI been able to bring about a change in district ranking by poverty, given its mandate to establish regional equity? Has it successfully mediated between the centre and provinces on such issues as payment of arrears for Balochistan (per Article 161), water distribution through IRSA or ratification of international accords? While the 18th amendment pushed forward the program for devolution, the ideological frameworks of the ‘establishment’ and the provincial autonomists-cum-ethnonationalists remain as distant as ever. Indeed, the occasional rhetoric about a ‘new social contract’ often leads to speculation about a possible reversal of the 18th amendment. Such cynicism notwithstanding, the devolutionary federalism in Pakistan seems to be on course as it completes its fifth year of enactment.

For Pakistan, talent needs to be employed in underprivileged geographies for which it is important to figure out areas which are in desperate need of managerial initiatives. Budgeting and auditing capabilities of bodies at all levels of government need to be hugely invested in to promote transparency and accountability.
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PARTICIPATORY DECISION MAKING AND INTER PROVINCIAL RELATIONS:
Studying Five Years of The Council of Common Interests (2010-2015)

We shall work in accordance with the framework of the constitution and oppose any effort that will lead to the rollback of 18th amendment and the devolved subjects.

Abdul Raheem Ziaratwal
Provincial Minister for Information and Law
Training of Inter-Departmental Focal Persons in Balochistan, 17-18 December 2013

For Pakistan, talent needs to be employed in underprivileged geographies for which it is important to figure out areas which are in desperate need of managerial initiatives. Budgeting and auditing capabilities of bodies at all levels of government need to be hugely invested in to promote transparency and accountability.

Hilton Root
Professor
George Mason & Kings College London
International Conference on Participatory Federalism and Decentralization 25-27 September 2013, Islamabad

I have now been about five years since the promulgation of the 18th constitutional amendment. The amendment brought various changes in the Constitution, aimed at, amongst others, on strengthening the parliamentary form of government and an empowerment of the provinces. The latter was achieved through the abolition of the Concurrent Legislative List. The amendment was also a leap forward towards strengthening the concept of participatory management.

The Constitution of the Islamic Republic of Pakistan 1973, provided three inter-governmental fora-the National Finance Commission (NFC), the National Economic Council (NEC) and the Council of Common Interests (CCI). The composition of these fora comprised of representatives from the federal government and all the provincial governments:

a. The NFC established under Article 160 of the Constitution was assigned the task of making recommendations to the President of Pakistan about financial resources sharing between the federation and the provinces.

b. The NEC established under Article 156 of the Constitution had the responsibility of advising both the federal and the provincial governments on formulation of plans with respect to economic and financial policies and economic development.

c. The CCI established under Article 153 of the Constitution was mandated to formulate and regulate policies with respect to matters in Part-II of the Federal Legislative List. The Council is also empowered to exercise supervision and control over related institutions. The concept of participative management is thus more pronounced in the case of CCI where the provinces have been given role in the purely Federal subjects. The Council under Article 155 of the Constitution could also hear the complaints of the federal government and the provincial governments regarding water rights of the respective government from any natural source of supply.

Despite this very important mandate of the Council, only eleven meetings of this body were held over the course of thirty seven years, since 1973 till the passing of the 18th constitutional amendment. It took the Council a span of eighteen years just to frame its rules of procedure at its fourth meeting held in January, 1991. Division of water from the Indus, privatisation of WAPDA, utilities and other state owned entities were decisions of great importance made by the Council. Other matters discussed in the Council during that period were more general in nature and pertained mostly to law and order and other provincial subjects. These matters were not specifically related to the subjects mentioned in Part-II of the Federal Legislative List.

A number of changes were made through the 18th constitutional amendment in the composition, mandate and responsibilities of the CCI. Previously the Prime Minister could himself chair the Council or nominate any Federal Minister to head this body. The current situation holds that it is a constitutional requirement that this forum is headed by the Prime Minister. It has also been provided that:

a. The Council shall be constituted within thirty days of the Prime Minister taking oath of office;

b. The Council shall have a permanent secretariat and shall meet at least once in ninety days;

c. The Prime Minister may convene the meeting of the Council.

The list of subjects in Part-II of the Federal Legislative List has been expanded and ten new subjects have been added to it. The mandate of the Council now covers eighteen subjects.

Since after the 18th amendment, the Council has held sixteen meetings, the last of which was held on 18 March, 2015. The number of meetings indicates much improvement over the pre-18th amendment period when there were only one to two meetings per year. The number of substantive items coming before each meeting have been increased. The periodicity of the meetings has changed from more than six to nine months between two subsequent meetings of the Council. Table 1 summarizes the meeting history of the CCI.

In the pre-18th amendment period, only 44 agenda items were held in the mid-seventies pertained mainly to law and order and other provincial subjects and were not much related to the subjects mentioned in Part-II of the Federal Legislative List. There has been continuous improvement in this respect and the matters more pertinent to the mandate of the Council are being brought before it. There are, however, still a large number of matters that need to be
Both Khyber Pakhtunkhwa and Punjab right to information laws have started functioning independently. It is important to be vigilant about the attainment of basic rights. Common practices of using these laws are also being done by journalists for investigative reporting. A journalist has recently established how healthcare needs of the poor are being sacrificed on the mega projects through the use of Punjab right to information law. He submitted an information request under Khyber Pakhtunkhwa and Punjab right to information laws to all Executive District Officers in the health department of all districts of Khyber Pakhtunkhwa and Punjab seeking certified information about the total number of basic health units in the district, total number of sanctioned and vacant posts of doctors for all basic health units and certified information about the total number of sanctioned and vacant posts of doctors for each basic health unit. He concluded an informative story in his newspaper based on certified information stating that doctors were not appointed in 319 basic health units in twenty-four districts of Punjab. Based on information received through the Khyber Pakhtunkhwa right to information law 2011, 2013, another story sharing that there were no doctors in 70 percent of basic health units in three districts of Khyber Pakhtunkhwa. Both civil society groups have also started using these laws for public accountability and to ensure transparency of public bodies. It is for the first time in the history of the country that the attendance record of the members of the current assembly is available on the Punjab Assembly web site, thanks to the right to information request filed by civil society organizations. Both civil society group established how the Khyber Pakhtunkhwa right to information act 2011, 2013 was collecting 26 million at the cost of 33 million during the advertisement campaign for its parameters. In the final analysis, it can be deduced from available empirical evidence that both Khyber Pakhtunkhwa and Punjab right to information laws have immense potential to be used for both public accountability and for the attainment of basic rights. However, civil society groups and respective information commissions on Khyber Pakhtunkhwa and Punjab will have to stay vigilant to protect and promote
citizens’ right to information. While there are success stories of using these laws for public accountability, the available evidence also indicates resistance to the exercise of right to information under these laws through bureaucratic shenanigans. At the same time, the availability of these laws also enables oversight of public programmes and responses. The 18th amendment, through CCI has given the provinces the right to be heard. CCI embodies the emergence of spirit of cooperative federal culture in Pakistan.

Shahzad Iqbal
Former Senior Joint Secretary
Ministry of Interprovincial Coordinatio
Course on Federalism, 22-26 November 2013, Islamabad

In 1971, the question as to who would be empowered to tax the sale of services became a bone of contention, when the federal government began to impose excise tax on some services. In the 1973 Constitution, however, it was clear that the sales tax on services fell in the provincial domain. Clause (3)(i) of Article 160(1) related to the distribution of revenues between the federation and the provinces under the National Finance Commission (NFC) referred to “taxes on the sales and purchases of goods imported, exported, produced, manufactured or consumed.” In the fourth schedule specifying the Federal Legislative List referred to in Article 70(4), Part I contained entry 49 on “Taxes on the sales and purchases of goods imported, exported, produced, manufactured or consumed.” There was no mention of services. What was not specifically federal fell, as per the Constitution, in the provincial domain. The issue came to a head only in 2000 when the donors prescribed the value added mode for Sales tax and in lieu of some excise duties. This mode, it was argued, required integrated taxation of goods and services. The provinces were then made to legislate the Sales Tax on services and delegate the power to collect to the Federal Board of Revenue (FBR). Excise duties continued on services included in the Federal List.

The Constitution (18th Amendment) Act 2010 added the words “except sales tax on services” to entry 49 to make the distinction explicit. Articles eight of the 7th NFC Award reflected the same specificity: NFC recognizes that sales tax on services is a Provincial subject under the Constitution of the Islamic Republic of Pakistan, and may be collected by respective Provinces, if they so desire.” Even after the amendment, the federal government asked the provinces to let it to continue collecting the GST on services to facilitate the imposition of a redefined GST in the country. In 2013, the federal government used the argument of revenue sharing to retain the GST on services, but Sindh’s success forced it to opt out after two years. The KPK and Balochistan are now taking steps to join the club.

To respond to the capacity issue, the government of Sindh quickly passed the Sindh Revenue Board Act, 2010 to create a new autonomous body rather than rely on the existing revenue collection departments. The Sindh Sales Tax on Services (SST) Act was passed in 2011 and made effective from the fiscal year 2011-12. Telecom and restaurant services were taxed at the highest rate of 19.5 percent i.e. above the standard rate of sixteen percent. Under an agreement, the Sindh government would share information with the FBR to enable the latter to make input and output adjustments and the former to be liable for refunds that might be necessary. There has been a phenomenal success in collection since then. Before the devolution in 2009-10, the FBR collected a mere Rs seven billion on behalf of Sindh. In 2010-11, when SST on services was collected by the FBR at the standard rate of seventeen percent, the transfer Sindh amounted to Rs 16.6 billion. Assuming collection under a reduced standard rate of sixteen percent in 2011-12, the SBR collected a higher amount of Rs 24 billion. With no change in base or rate, a higher target of Rs 32 billion was fixed for 2012-13 and overachieved by collecting Rs 33.7 billion. The SBR has set itself a target of Rs 100 billion by 2016-17. These accelerated collections have made the SST on services the largest single revenue source for the province.

Autonomy, a client-centered approach, an efficient online system and effective monitoring and surveillance, seem to have paid rich dividends. Looking at the success of Sindh, the Punjab Revenue Authority (PRA) started to collect sales tax on services from the fiscal year 2012-13 at
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The GST is the largest source of tax revenue in Pakistan. Its share in the total tax collection is around 44 percent, with about one-third originating in services. The country inherited a sales tax in 1947 that was in the provincial domain, but it was leviable on goods only. Sales tax on services did not exist at the time of independence. Initially, the collection of this tax was entrusted to the federal government and then the subject was transferred in 1991. The collection was with the Income Tax Department for the next three decades. In 1981, it became the responsibility of the Customs and Excise Department. Sales tax on imports, however, was with the Pakistan Customs throughout. In 2009, sales tax became part of the new department of Inland Revenue.

A n extremely low share of the provinces in the total revenue of the country has been a persistent feature. Before the 18th amendment, it was 5.3 percent in 2010-11. It doubled to 10.7 percent in 2013-14. The difference was the provincial collection of the General Sales Tax (GST) on services, led by Sindh. The following figure shows the trend of rapidly increasing revenue from this source. Indeed, the revenue from GST on services alone is larger than all other provincial taxes. This seems to have positively influenced the budget estimates of other provincial taxes as well for the fiscal year 2014-15.

Provincial Tax Revenue

Source: Provincial Budget Documents 2010-2015

The 18th amendment, through CCI has given the provinces the right to be heard. CCI embodies the emergence of spirit of cooperative federal culture in Pakistan.

Dr. Abdul Malik Baloch
Chief Minister Balochistan
Training of Inter-Departmental Focal Persons in Balochistan, 17-18 December 2013

The 18th amendment, through CCI has given the provinces the right to be heard. CCI embodies the emergence of spirit of cooperative federal culture in Pakistan.

Dr. Perez Tahir
Free-lance Economist

SINDH SHOWS THE WAY
The year 2010 saw two landmark developments that changed the character of the Pakistani state. One such development was the passage of the 18th amendment to the Constitution, which accorded a large measure of political autonomy to the provinces and established Pakistan as a genuinely federal state. The other event was the 7th National Finance Commission (NFC) Award, which accorded a large measure of fiscal autonomy.

In terms of political autonomy, the abolition of the Concurrent List implied that all subjects therein—nearly 50—were now exclusively in the provincial domain and provisions, such as Article 251 of the 18th amendment, provided the provinces with autonomous sources of finances and enlarged the provincial fiscal base. The NFC is a constitutional nine-member body, constituted by the President, and comprises of the Federal Minister of Finance as Chair, four Provincial Ministers of Finance, and one non-statutory member from each province. The latter is generally a person with some technical competence in public finance and fiscal decentralization issues. The term of each NFC is five years.

The NFC is a constitutional nine-member body, constituted by the President, and comprises of the Federal Minister of Finance as Chair, four Provincial Ministers of Finance, and one non-statutory member from each province. The latter is generally a person with some technical competence in public finance and fiscal decentralization issues. The term of each NFC is five years.

The following table gives a comparative picture in terms of the latest provincial budgets. As noted earlier, the Sales Tax on Services has emerged as the largest single source of Provincial revenue. This is only the beginning. A similar zeal to collect Agricultural Income Tax and Property Tax will significantly contribute to a lower national fiscal deficit, reduce dependence on transfers from the Federal divisible pool, expand their own development programmes and devolve power and authority further down to the local level.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Province</th>
<th>2013-14 (Revised)</th>
<th>2014-15 (Budget)</th>
<th>Sales Tax on Services as % of Total Provincial Own Revenue: 2014-15</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sindh</td>
<td>42.0</td>
<td>49.0</td>
<td>45.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Punjab</td>
<td>52.0</td>
<td>95.0</td>
<td>57.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KPK</td>
<td>8.0</td>
<td>12.0</td>
<td>61.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Balochistan</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>76.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The year 2010 saw two landmark developments that changed the character of the Pakistani state. One such development was the passage of the 18th amendment to the Constitution, which accorded a large measure of political autonomy to the provinces and established Pakistan as a genuinely federal state. The other event was the 7th National Finance Commission (NFC) Award, which accorded a large measure of fiscal autonomy.

In terms of political autonomy, the abolition of the Concurrent List implied that all subjects therein—nearly 50—were now exclusively in the provincial domain and provisions, such as Article 172(3), placed critical natural resources such as oil and gas as “joint and equal” federal-provincial subjects. In terms of fiscal autonomy, the provincial share in the Federal divisible pool expanded to more than 50 percent and the transfer of General Sales Tax (GST) on services to the provinces (in accordance with constitutional provisions) provided the provinces with autonomous sources of finances and enlarged the provincial fiscal base.

The NFC is a constitutional nine member body, constituted by the President, and comprises of the Federal Minister of Finance as Chair, four Provincial Ministers of Finance, and one non-statutory member from each province. The latter is generally a person with some technical competence in public finance and fiscal decentralization issues. The term of each NFC is five years.

Governments and donor community should look at ways to strengthen the gains from the 18th amendment. The first-generation of reforms has started the devolution process in Pakistan and it needs to be strengthened in the next five years.

The 1974 Award included Income & Corporate Tax, Sales Tax and Export Duties in the Federal Divisible Pool; wherein, the vertical federal-provincial share was 20:80. The 1991 Award included Central Excise Duty to the Federal divisible pool and retained provincial share at 80 percent. The 1997 Award expanded the Federal divisible pool further by adding Import Duties and other Direct Taxes and reduced the provincial share to 37 percent. The 2006 Presidential Distribution Order raised the provincial share to 47.5 percent and the 2010 Award raised it further to 56 percent for 2010-11 and 57.5 percent for the remaining years of the Award.

Understanding the 7th NFC

As stated above, the 7th NFC Award adopted a multiple four-point criteria for horizontal distribution between the provinces. Population and area shares were straightforward; however, computation of the backwardness/poverty and revenue criteria did present problems. With regard to backwardness/poverty, there existed a number of overall, rural and urban backwardness/poverty estimates, using somewhat different variables and methodology which ranked provinces differently. Understandably, each province desired the estimate which favoured it the most. With regard to revenue, there was the choice of using revenue collection or revenue generation. Each provided a vastly different inter-provincial ranking.

The issues were contentious, however, the Commission members resolved the matters as follows. With regard to backwardness/poverty, it was decided to take the simple average of the estimates of three backwardness/poverty studies. With regard to revenue, it was decided to use provincial electricity consumption as a proxy for revenue generation and the revenue criteria was determined as a simple average of the revenue collection and electricity consumption shares. The weights for each of the four criteria were fixed as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Criteria</th>
<th>Weights</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Population</td>
<td>0.820</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Revenue</td>
<td>0.550</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Backwardness/Poverty</td>
<td>0.103</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inverse Population Density</td>
<td>0.027</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The reformulation of horizontal shares by virtue of multiple criteria meant that Punjab’s share was reduced from 57.36 percent to 51.74 percent, Sindh’s share rose slightly from 23.71 percent to 25.55 percent, Khyber-Pakhtunkhwa’s share rose slightly from 13.82 percent to 14.62 percent and Balochistan’s share rose substantially from 5.11 percent to 9.09 percent. Additionally, Khyber-Pakhtunkhwa also received one percent of the total Federal Divisible Pool on account of damages in the war on terror. Sindh also received 0.66 percent of the total Federal Divisible Pool in lieu of loss on account of the now abolished Octroi and Zilla Tax (OZT).

Punjab’s loss on account of the change from single to multiple criteria was compensated by the increase in vertical transfers, i.e., the raise of provincial shares from 47.5 percent to 51.74 percent, of which Punjab was the major beneficiary, given that it still commanded the largest share of 51.74 percent. Overall, the major losers for Punjab and Sindh was in terms of the provincialization of GST Services. If added to the share from the Federal Divisible Pool, Sindh’s overall share, for example, rose to 26 percent. Apart from the strengthening of provincial own source revenue base, provincialization led to significant increases in revenue collection. In Sindh for example, revenues from GST Services rose from Rs. 15.00 billion a year by the Federal Bureau of Revenue to Rs. 25.00 billion (collected by the newly-established Sindh Revenue Board) in just one year. Khyber-Pakhtunkhwa and Balochistan did not gain from provincialization of GST Services, as its tax base is rather small.

The 18th NFC award was unanimously accepted as being fair and has, along with the 18th amendment, emerged as a force for cementing national unity. Two factors were important in its success. One, the Commission changed track as proposed by Sindh—and dealt with horizontal distribution issues first instead of the vertical distribution formula, as was done earlier. And two, the Federal Minister of Finance committed to compensate any province whose revenue in the federal divisible pool increased. Both the legality and legitimacy of these organizations is questionable, for these are assigning the power to administer the revenue to the provinces. The NFC negotiations process was intense and lasted for over 5 months. It goes to the credit of all the members who displayed professionalism and to the fairness displayed by the Federal Minister of Finance and the Federal Secretary Finance that at no stage of the proceedings were accusations made or tempers raised. The professionalism and cordiality with which the Accord was arrived at, is a testimony to capacity of the political system to deliver— and deliver efficiently—if all unintended disputes are handled properly.

THE CIRCULARITY OF PUBLIC POLICY REFORMS IN PAKISTAN: THE CASE OF THE 18TH AMENDMENT

Farrukh Moriani

Senior Public Policy Specialist

On almost all counts, the 18th amendment to the Constitution of Pakistan represents the greatest political achievement since the framing of the Constitution itself. Whether examined in terms of its significance for political power, the scope of its content, the inclusiveness of approach or potential impact on the rights and lives of citizens, the amendment is a rare example of how consideration for public good can overpower the pernicious nature of typical political practice. In clearly delineating functions, powers and responsibilities of the federation and the federating units, the amendment provides a framework for bringing about improvements in governance, balancing inter-governmental relations and enriching the sphere of citizens’ rights.

Five years on, has the amendment delivered?

As with most questions on public policy in Pakistan, there are no cut and dry answers. As a nation, we have relentlessly demonstrated a productivity for revisiting and redefining what was considered to be defining moments in our history. It is unfortunate that we are debating which way the 18th amendment has veered, when we should have been celebrating its unequivocal success. The beginnings were very positive: this was after all a unanimously agreed public policy reform that cut across all manner of political divide; it was the handiwork not of a military dictator pursuing his agenda but of a democratically elected government putting paid to a long standing, shared political agenda of achieving balance of power within the Federation; its intent was neither cloaked in questions of legitimacy nor its discourse circumscribed by atypical political skullduggery and populist pandering; it successfully rid the Constitution of the many anomalies and dimensions that years of dictatorship had introduced and eliminated grey areas such as the Concurrent List that blurred the lines of responsibility and accountability; the process of framing the amendment was unusually inclusive for a process of political engagement, with more than 77 meetings and calls for public opinion. The resulting changes introduced in 97 Articles achieved as much as to follow the original spirit and intent of the 1973 Constitution as was perhaps possible. These changes are broad in scope, complex in detail and game-changing in their implications, altering the way government does business and the business government does.

We are all privy to Pakistan’s unimpressive record on implementation and the case of the 18th amendment is no different. But it’s less the lack of linearity of the amendment that has frustrated the ideal of the amendment, the circuitous trajectory it has followed since the amendment was passed, certainly is.

From the onset, it was evident that while the amendment was passed unanimously, reflected a collective political vision of a stronger federation and attended to the standing demands for provincial autonomy voiced by several major political parties, there was considerable variation in the extent of political and bureaucratic leadership provided for this reform and the systemic capacity to follow through on key elements of the amendment such as the expanded policy function that now resided within provincial responsibilities. Some, like the Khyber Pakhtunkhwa administration, were at the forefront of strategically planning for the review of business processes and the political commitment appeared to be stronger than that in other provinces. Others like Balochistan were left scurrying for ideas on how to plug the fiscal gaps that were about to widen with the broader operations and development agenda left in the amendment’s wake. As may be expected with a reform of the scale and scope of the amendment, these issues are compelling but not insurmountable; they merit both short and medium term solutions, but do not appear to lay a burden which either the federal government or provinces could not bear.

The real problem, which seethes beneath the veneer of operational challenges, is how the public policy but with the unintended tendency to reopen closed issues, revisited settled ones and returning to ground zero. This lack of forward movement and the habit of changing signposts mid-journey complicates the implementation of major reforms.

It is important to understand the triggers of this systemic fault. First, there is the vacillation motivated by the blatan...
federal government with responsibilities and functions in subject areas devolved under the 18th amendment are unlikely to appear to encroach on provincial powers in the guise of better national level planning and coordination, despite the existence of a separate Ministry for Inter Provincial Coordination and a Ministry of Planning, Development and Reform for this very purpose. Indeed, the drive to protect bureaucratic turf is as predictable as its effects are pernicious.

Third, the recalculation of political and bureaucratic power that the amendment sought to foster went beyond just administrative and policy making functions. Changes in functional responsibilities altered fiscal inter-governmental relations too. Combined with the 7th National Finance Commission Award—which shifted resource allocation in favour of the provinces—and the provisions of the amendment relating to joint ownership of natural resources, there was a strong case for aligning tax assignment with functional assignment and for ensuring more inclusive natural resource governance. Neither has happened. Indeed, there is simmering consternation in the provinces over the recent move by the Ministry of Petroleum and Natural Resources to nationalise ‘Ordinary Shares of the Oil and Gas Development Company Limited (OGDCL)’ without consulting the provinces. Moreover, the Federal Board of Revenue’s continued dismal performance in improving tax collection and widening its tax base should have resulted in stronger accountability for results and for entrusting provinces with greater revenue collection responsibilities. Although federal agencies are quick to provide anecdotal evidence of absence of capacity at provincial levels, evidence suggests otherwise. In Sindh, for example, after the devolution of the Sales Tax on Services, collections have risen from the Rs 8 billion per annum that the Sindh Revenue Authority inherited in FY2011 to Rs 45.5 billion in FY2014.

However, it would be unwise and unfair to characterize the federal political and technocratic bureaucracies as the sole culprits for weak implementation of the reforms under the amendment. Intra-provincial political-relations have hampered implementation for reasons similar to those at the federal level, where low emphasis on a policy-driven sectoral approach as opposed to a ‘departmental’ approach have circumvented improvements in policy making and in service delivery. Equally telling is the reluctance to establish empowered local governments as envisaged under Article 146A of the Constitution. Although one of the criticisms of the 18th amendment relates to its ‘stopping short of declaring local administration as a formal third tier of government, what is even more disappointing is the roll-back of local government reforms, leaving local administrations, particularly in Punjab and Balochistan practically as little more than district and town based extensions of provincial departments. This is not only at odds with the provisions of the 18th amendment (Article 140A calls for robust, independent and politically led local governments); runs against the grain of the spirit of the amendment which envisages decentralization to cascade to all levels of government; and puts at risk improvement in quality, access and accountability of social services.

Last but not least, the amendment sought to arrive at a more equitable relationship between citizens and the state. By including the right to information and to education as a fundamental right, the amendment aimed at empowering citizens and lay the foundations of a more accountable, transparent government. However, practice betrays the intentions, as there is an across-the-board low citizen-focus—the Khyber Pakhtunkhwa government providing some exceptions through efforts to introduce a robust Right to Information Act and a Community-Driven Local Development Policy. Inclusion as evidenced by more informed planning and oversight that takes into view the aspirations, concerns and needs of citizens remains elusive, while political discourse remains straw-jacketed in traditional patron-client relationships. The growing chasm between the state and the public it ostensibly serves is thus not a surprising outcome. Investing in building citizens’ voice and enhancing the understanding of citizens’ rights as enshrined under the Constitution are thus central to raising demand for change.

As this analysis has attempted to highlight, Pakistan’s policy reforms need to be left to run their course. Or else run the risk of splintering the country towards an inchoate future.

A strong and active civil society tends to underpin effective and responsive local governments through local engagement.

Berend De Groot
Councilor
European Union Delegation to Pakistan
International Conference on Participatory Federalism and Decentralization
25-27 September 2013, Islamabad

PROVINCES MUST ACT TO COMPLETE THE 18TH AMENDMENT

A ll political parties which contributed in the passage of the 18th amendment to the Constitution of Pakistan consider it a great achievement and were rightly jubilant when it was approved. The spirit behind the amendment was a democratic desire to empower and enable the people of Pakistan to derive personal and social benefits. Article 251 of the Constitution mandates every province to formulate and implement a Provincial Education Policy to Educate all children between the ages of 5 and 16 years of age. The sad reality is that there are 25 Million children who are still out of school yet the provincial governments have not moved forward with reference to legislation and drafting of rules to ensure compliance of this very important constitutional provision. The general state of governance in Pakistan is far from even satisfactory. Pakistan is lagging behind on achievement of the eight Millennium Development Goals (MDGs) which are to be met by 2015 only. These pertain to eradication of poverty and hunger, health, education etc. which have a direct linkage with the quality of life of the people at large, which has not improved... if progress has been made and some success, then the conversation regarding the implementation of this amendment could have been somewhat positive.

A large number of our children are still out of schools, basic health facilities are in bad shape, toilet facilities are not available and a large percentage of our population does not have access to clean drinking water. Thus our future generations can only hope and pray for a healthy and prosperous life. When powers were devolved from the federal to the provincial levels there was the expectation that the people would have more ownership and control over their own destiny. There was this desire that after the need assessment, the allocation of resources pertaining to development projects and their implementation would be through debate and discourse at a level where these were badly needed and not by decision makers in an insulated manner with regard to the actual problems faced by the people on the ground.

The 18th amendment has undoubtedly been a much needed way forward towards the involvement of people in their affairs but somehow the provincial governments have not helped in the realization of this in any manner. In fact, the provisonal setups have acquired more resources through the devolution of powers from the centre and these resources are ironically being used for the benefit of only those who are living in big urban centres. The gulf between the ‘haves and the have nots’ has widened due to an uneven development route being planned without any consideration to the priorities of different regions in the country.

It is ironic that all those who approved the 18th amendment despite being in control of all provincial matters, are not willing to devolve or share powers and resources down the line with their own people. The centralization of powers at the provincial level is not in line with the spirit of the 18th amendment. The implementation of this for the first few years remained very difficult due to the fact that even though it was approved, the ministries, departments and other entities at federal level created all kinds of obstructions in the actual devolution of powers of these entities to the provinces. This resulted in an aggravation of the problems. The people, the elected representatives, who had experienced the tug of war that had been initiated by the vested interests as to whether the 18th amendment was well thought out or not. This was done to sabotage the outcome of this very positive amendment to the Constitution.

When the 18th amendment was approved, this important aspect somehow got unintentionally over looked. It would have been better if an article at an appropriate place could have been inserted in the Constitution to make sure that powers were further devolved from the provinces to districts and sub divisions by a certain deadline. This could have ensured effective implementation of the 18th amendment and devolution of powers to the grass roots levels. There is a direct relationship between the 18th amendment and local bodies’ elections. The fact that the political governments in the provinces have not agreed to holding these elections also casts doubts on the intentions of all those who are in power in the provinces. It is strange that all those who supported the 18th amendment have not deemed it appropriate to push for elections at the local level which would make sure that the people genuinely get a chance to contribute in decision making. It has been very disappointing to see that politicians at the provincial level would like to keep their hold on a number of development and municipal entites although low level representatives are not by decision makers in an insular manner without any regard to the actual problems faced by the people on the ground.

The Prime Minister of Pakistan is the chair of the CCI post the 18th

Nargis Sethi
Former Secretary Cabinet
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4. Federal agencies are quick to provide anecdotal evidence of absence of capacity at provincial levels, evidence suggests otherwise. In Sindh, for example, after the devolution of the Sales Tax on Services, collections have risen from the Rs 8 billion per annum that the Sindh Revenue Authority inherited in FY2011 to Rs 45.5 billion in FY2014.

A strong and active civil society tends to underpin effective and responsive local governments through local engagement.
The debate on the lack of the successful implementation of the 18th amendment has remained restricted to trivial and small issues such as the federal government not devolving certain departments and functions, whereas the issue is much larger, requiring a serious and comprehensive reflection by the political forces on the outcomes and results of the 18th amendment and only this can help them to have a focused direction and effective implementation of this landmark amendment.

The 18th amendment was a great milestone as it restored the parliamentary and federal character of the Parliament and marked a paradigm shift from an overreaching center to strong and stable provinces by abolishing the Concurrent Legislative List.

18th amendment was a great milestone as it restored the parliamentary and federal character of the Parliament and marked a paradigm shift from an overreaching center to strong and stable provinces by abolishing the Concurrent Legislative List.

The debate on the lack of the successful implementation of the 18th amendment has remained restricted to trivial and small issues such as the federal government not devolving certain departments and functions, whereas the issue is much larger, requiring a serious and comprehensive reflection by the political forces on the outcomes and results of the 18th amendment and only this can help them to have a focused direction and effective implementation of this landmark amendment.

Federalism is one of the most important institutions that is considered to be central to the management of ethnic conflict in any modern state. For post-colonial divided societies like Pakistan, federalism presents great potential in helping to manage conflict between various ethnic groups and their relations with the state. What makes federalism so useful in managing conflict in heterogeneous societies is its ability to confine and quarantine conflicts at the local level. Moreover, by creating autonomous governments at the regional level, it provides another platform at which inter-ethnic bargaining and negotiations can take place. In light of these theoretical observations, it will be intuitive to expect the successful management of ethnic conflict in Pakistan considering the long history of federalism in Pakistani constitutional imaginations.

But the history of Pakistani federalism and ethnic politics presents a different picture. Since its creation, Pakistan existed as a centralized state where the state managers persistently refused to accept the demands for autonomy made by various ethnic communities. From the beginning, Pakistan saw the expression of discontent from the majority Bengali and minority Sindhi, Balochi and Pushthun communities who felt marginalized at the hands of a Mughal-Punjabi (migrant-Punjabi) dominated power structure. Unlike the neighboring state of India, where the Nehru government conceded to the demands of ethnic leaders by engaging in linguistic re-organization of the state, the Pakistani state made no such efforts to reach out to the alienated ethnic groups. In Pakistan, religion was used as a building block of state nationalism and any demands made through ethno-linguistic mobilization were suppressed. Such centralizing policies brought out strong reactions from ethnic majority and minority communities across the country resulting in the emergence of new ethno-nationalist parties, agitational politics and militarized violence. For the ethnic communities in the country, beyond devolution and decentralization, their inspiration was drawn from the 1940 Lahore Resolution with its declaration to establish ‘independent and autonomous states in Muslim majority provinces’ as promise of coalition-like arrangements in the future state of Pakistan. But the Pakistani state remained extremely centralized with the adoption of administrative measures such as the ‘One Unit’ Unit. Such measures of centralization failed to manage the ethno-nationalist mobilization by the Bengali nationalist Awami League as it evolved from a movement demanding autonomy to a separatist within the span of two decades leading to the dismemberment of Pakistan in 1971.

The post-1973 war constitution of 1973 established de facto linguistic identification of territorial units as Punjab, Sindh, North West Frontier Province (NWFP) and Balochistan were identified with their respective dominant ethnic communities. Beyond de facto recognition of provincial autonomy, the 1973 constitution failed to change the centralized character of the state. There was no transfer of powers to the provinces. Even in the presence of federalism-enhancing institutions like the Senate and Council of Common Interests (CCI), the Pakistani state continued to operate in a centralized fashion. All of this has finally begun to change with the 2010 18th amendment. The 18th amendment has attempted to convert the de jure provincial autonomy granted in the 1973 constitution into de facto decentralization by transferring more than forty subjects to the provinces. For the first time in its history, the Pakistani state has begun to transfer key powers to provincial governments.
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3. Seraikis in Punjab, Muhajirs in Sindh and Pushhtuns in Balochistan all expressed a variety of responses displaying their discomfort at the empowerment of provincial governments dominated by ethnic majorities. The passage of the 18th amendment has been followed by demands to create three new provinces out of Punjab and Khyber Pakhtunkhwa (KP). In addition, the Balochi Pushthun parties such as Pakhtunkhwa Milli Awami Party (PMAP) lobbied for the creation of a new Pushthun province made up of areas in Balochistan and KP during the negotiations for the finalization of the 18th amendment. Led by Baba Haider Zaman, this movement has continued since the original agitation of 2010-2011. Though the 2013 elections failed to show any electoral support for this movement, the demand for bifurcation of KP is still strong, in sign of the linguistic divide that exists in KP between Pushthun and Hindu speakers, the KP legislature passed a resolution in March 2014 calling for the creation of a separate Hazara province. Interestingly, on the issue of this resolution, the house members from Hazara irrespective of their party allegiances voted in favor of the resolution. All the major parties including Pakistan Muslim League-Nawaz (PML-N), Pakistan Peoples Party (PPP), Pakistan Tehreek-e-insaf (PTI) have expressed their support.
support for this idea, but no progress has been made so far.

The other major demand for territorial reorganization of the state concerns Punjab. In 2010-2011, there was a popular movement mobilizing in favor of the creation of new provinces, but no progress has been made so far.

1. How would you like to analyze/historicize the question of ethno-lingual nationalism in the process of state-building and constitutional development in Pakistan?

The changes to the name of NWFP introduced by the 18th amendment went some way to changing the way we understand the politics of multilingualism in Pakistan, partially conceding demands for the renaming of the province along ethno-linguistic lines (only partially however because of the addition of the word ‘Khyber’). This is, however, unlikely to be a major change in the way that policy makers view the politics of language in Pakistan and of ethno-linguistic identity more generally. This is certainly true of more mainstreaming of the acceptability of the idea of a Seraiki speaking province in recent years, after the introduction of the 18th amendment, little practical progress has been made in this regard. Pakistan policy makers based at the centre have traditionally been very suspicious of the politics of language, despite India’s success in recognising (and therefore defusing) the politics of language through recognition. Afghanistan’s 2004 constitution adopted similar recognition, again, with no detrimental effects.

2. In your view, to what extent has the 18th amendment addressed the long standing political demands of ethnic identity and regional autonomy in Pakistan?

Major changes were made in the 18th amendment and it is important that we should not overlook the fact that politicians from different provinces were able to reach agreement on very divisive issues such as the National Finance Commission Formula, the redress of many of Balochistan’s grievances and the renaming of NWFP was not unreasonably compromising. However, other issues, such as increasing the number of provinces and decreasing the size of Punjab will benefit Pakistan. If you look at the way that federations are structured throughout the world, there is an increasing trend towards having a significantly higher failure rate than those with a larger number of provinces. Those with a dominant core region are also prone to greater tensions. Creating a Seraiki speaking state would go some way to redressing these problems, but the provinces would have to recognize the interests of the institutions of state, political, military and bureaucratic become more representative of all the people. Sharif’s current cabinet is Punjab dominated and this does little to assuage those concerns of the smaller provinces. The army has moved to agree to recruitment from provinces such as Sindh and Balochistan but these recruits are unlikely to rise up the ranks.

3. Any specific suggestion or research question(s) you may like to share for the better management/understanding of ethnic diversity in Pakistan?

History (and comparative research) teaches us of the dangers of trying to sweep diversity under the carpet and pretending it doesn’t exist. This does not make diversity disappear, it simply provides conditions under which it can foster and develop grievances. We see this with both the Bengalis in East Pakistan and with several identity groups in India. What is important is to recognize this identity and provide inclusion in the institutions of state that matter. That is how Pakistan will ensure that the small but significant voice of Punjabi and Balochis with the state, as evidenced by surveys such as the State of Democracy in South Asia. It is important to provide political and economic inclusion but also to recognize that they are of considerable value. Pakistan has for too long worried about recognizing real as multiple, multilingual, multistate, or at least, seen this as a source of weakness. There are many successful multi-ethnic/multi-lingual democracies, recognize in them more likely to promote affinity with Pakistan rather than lead to pressures for separatism.
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LOCAL GOVERNMENT ELECTIONS IN BALOCHISTAN

The essence of the peaceful local bodies elections was that it was the first time in the history of the province that party based local polls were held by enacting amendment in the BLGA 2010 and eradicating the fear of tribal feuds and hostilities which had always been symbolic in the conduct of local polls. Moreover this was an endorsement to Pakistan’s commitment to the agreement on the
The Balochistan Development Forum (BDF) 2015, held in Islamabad in January, was meant to showcase and discuss the development agenda, vision and sector-wise development potential of the province. Multiple stakeholders from the federal government including provincial representatives, military representatives, political party representatives, international community, donor agencies and civil society representatives attended the event. It presented the province with an opportunity for investment with development partners and the international community.

A three-pronged strategy which included institutional, infrastructure and human resource development was adopted by the provincial government. The first of its kind initiative, BDF was the brainchild of the Chief Minister’s Policy Reforms Unit (CMPRU) with technical support from the United Nations Development Program (UNDP) and was meant to study the legislative, institutional and analytical gaps provided to Balochistan by the 18th constitutional amendment and the 7th National Finance Commission (NFC) Award. The CMPRU has been headed by leading political economist, Dr. Kaiser Bengali.

The 7th NFC Award and the 18th constitutional amendment are two key reforms introduced through political consensus which, to a large extent, have dismantled the centralized state structure of Pakistan. The result has been an empowerment of the provinces to thresh out their own planning and strategies. The political space created by these two key reforms is psychological as opposed to physical and provinces need to earn that political space based on their own decision making and implementation strategies. The incumbent government of Balochistan has recognized that building, upscaling and improving both the institutional and physical infrastructure through a political process are key determinants for effective, efficient and equitable service delivery at the grassroots level. As a result, it has planned the challenge of institution building as one of its top priorities.

Thereafter, as proof of its commitment, the provincial government held local government elections, despite the deteriorating law and order situation. The Comprehensive Development Strategy 2013-2020 was also drafted and was meant to highlight factors to achieve growth, improve livelihoods and prosperity. The best thing about the strategy was that it was not devised for a certain constituency but for the development of the whole province with 14 cities and towns identified as growth centres. The provincial government promised to create 1.5 million jobs for 1.5 million families of the province. To achieve this, it established the policy planning unit as a development base, as opposed to its previous image of being a security conflict ridden area only.

According to Dr. Kaiser Bengali, the CMPRU held multiple meetings with stakeholders to identify development strategies for the next decade as mechanisms to boost the economy of the province. Several potential growth areas were highlighted such as the production sector including livestock, fishing, forestry and crops as well as infrastructure development that will boost the socio-economic situation in Balochistan.

This core programme for development was initially believed that Balochistan “possessed tremendous development potential which needed to be harnessed in a planned manner to provide jobs to all and to eliminate poverty and all forms of deprivation,” said Dr. Kaiser Bengali. At the concluding session of the BDF, Dr. Malik Baloch requested the international community to share their technical knowledge as well, in addition to financial investment.

The political leadership of Balochistan is well aware that the province needs a revised development paradigm to deal with its political, social and economic problems. The previous development paradigm, introduced by the Pakistan Peoples Party (PPP) Government was merely a political patronage and did not serve to reform the economic, social and political structures. It did cause the gap between the government and the civilians. Conveniently created by people sitting in the comfortable confines of Islamabad, without taking into account the sensitivities of the land, this paradigm did not deliver much positive impact, despite billions spent on it. Possessing a high multi-dimensional poverty index with a poverty rate of 48 percent, a literacy rate of 45 percent, a gender parity index of 0.58 for primary education and an extremely low level of enrolment in rural parts, Balochistan is the most under developed province of the country.

Though an extremely resource-rich province suffering from extreme poverty, the current situation of Balochistan is marked by complexity and only a consensus based development agenda through a dialogue between all stakeholders, including representatives from the federal and the provincial government, political parties, local tribes, nationalists, civil society and the army, can help in re-directing the province on the right track. In such a bleak situation, due credit must be attributed to the Balochistan government for initiating the BDF process in early 2014 with proper input from multiple stakeholders including parliamentarians, political parties, bureaucracy, army, experts, civil society and people at large, through series of meetings. For example, the CMPRU held a meeting with fishermen from all over the province in April 2014 at Gwadar as part of its consultations to understand the sector and devise a policy. The government through these meetings identified priority areas for investment such as agriculture, road infrastructure, water and fisheries.

Through a series of research reports on different sectors, the CMPRU has not only documented the issues and potentials, but has also identified development strategies for the next decade which are expected to boost the economy of the province. The unit, with the support of the provincial government and UNDP, also mapped the rural settlements in all 30 districts of Balochistan. The 233-page survey includes elaborately drawn maps, the number of revenue villages, its rural settlements, population, water resources and communication networks. “We have identified development strategies for the next decade which are expected to boost the economy of the province. We have used the official data provided by provincial departments and district managements to compile these reports and formed strategies,” said Dr. Kaiser Bengali.

The UNDP has been playing a crucial role to help Balochistan devise a consensus development agenda. A few years back, an analysis of the agency revealed that Balochistan needed more robust help in technical operationalization of the 18th amendment as there was defect of both infrastructure and institution in the province. But within a couple of years the province has taken lead and asserted an assured commitment to implement the 18th amendment and draw out its own development strategy.

The coming together of a donor agency and a political process, as the interventions is helping interaction between political institutions and social groups to formulate and administer the public policy, was also a first in Pakistan. A strong validation asserting the success of this experiment was marked by the proposal of Mr. Sartaj Aziz, advisor to Prime Minister on security and foreign affairs, to develop a policy planning unit at the district level based on the model of CMPRU.

Dr. Kaiser Bengali said that the process which led the BDF had also helped building confidence among different stakeholders in the province. “We did a lot of consultancies and advocacy with the political parties, civil society, bureaucracy and security forces in the province. It was a new thing for most of them but once they were convinced they extended us all their support,” he said.

The allocations in the coming budget of the province will further testify the serious commitment of the government to the consensus development agenda. But seemingly, Balochistan is more committed to the implementation of the 18th amendment and inclusive development as opposed to other provinces. It is now up to the federal government to back the provincial government. In the concluding session of the forum, Dr Malik, Chief Minister of Balochistan, remarked that reforms and changes in the laws and rules of business were a necessary step to fully deliver the benefits of fiscal devolution under the 18th Amendment. Article 172(3), which empowered relevant laws to have a joint and equal ownership and control of natural resources, if followed up in its true sense by amending relevant laws, will not only help Balochistan overcome its historical deprivation in development but will also take it to the level where it can provide 45 resources for the development for the rest of Pakistan.
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THE RELEVANCE OF HIGHER EDUCATION IN THE AFTERMATH OF THE 18TH CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENT

Prof. Dr. Mohammad Nizamuddin
Chairperson
Punjab Higher Education Commission

BACKGROUND

Education, prior to 18th constitutional amendment, was defined as, “curriculum, syllabus, planning, policy, centers of excellence and standards of education” and remained a joint function of the federal and provincial governments. The federal government regulated higher education through the Federal Higher Education Commission (FHEC) for which the HEC Ordinance 2002 was enacted. With the abortion of the concurrent list through the 18th constitutional amendment, education has been shifted to the legislative and executive jurisdiction of the provinces and defined as “standards in institutions for higher education and research, scientific and technical institutions.” This falls under the purview of the Council of Commons Interests (CCI).

GOVERNANCE IN HIGHER EDUCATION: AN UNRESOLVED CONUNDRUM

The governing model of higher education is quite ambiguous at the moment. Both federal and provincial governments are involved in the functioning of higher education institutions. Heads of the provincial higher education institutions, Vice Chancellors and Rectors, are appointed by the Provincial Chief Executives and these institutions operate under the regulation of provincial governments. The federal government runs these institutions through the central HEC by releasing recurring funds for various academic programs, since higher education was a federal subject prior to 18th amendment. On the other hand, the provincial governments also fund these institutions for infrastructure development. What is reflected in this picture is that the governance model of higher education in Pakistan is not monochromatic, which creates a clash of interests between the federal and the federating units. It also curtails the institutional autonomy of these institutions which ought to be autonomous in conducting research and development activities.

The 18th amendment has tended to overcome these contradictions by vesting all authority related to higher education, to the federating units in order to streamline governance of these institutions. The provincial governments have been quick to establish PHECs in their respective provinces to strengthen the higher education sector. This will certainly help overcome horizontal and vertical gaps in all tiers of education—primary, secondary and tertiary. But owing to the non-implementation of recommendations of the implementation commission, even after the lapse of 4 years, the devolution of higher education functions is still in a limbo. The Sindh government has already taken up this matter with the CCI and demanded for amendments/substitution of the HEC Ordinance 2002, transfer of administrative set-up and assets, direct provision of federal funding to the provinces as per the National Finance Commission (NFC) award and smooth devolution of existing physical, technical & human resources of the HEC to the provinces.

WAY FORWARD

The grand debate regarding the relevance of higher education in the context of the 18th amendment can be resolved through the empowerment of the PHECs. The center has to understand that contemporary trends of the centralization of education have been dumped by several developing nations such as India, Malaysia, Brazil and Mexico. The OECD 2003 Education Policy Analysis Report also underlines the trends in the devolution of higher education in various developed and developing countries for its effective functioning. The confusion regarding higher education and the HEC between the federal and provinces can be resolved through the CCI so as to prevent confusion and a lack of clarity regarding control and authority. So far, the federal government has not taken any concrete steps to implement the 18th constitutional amendment in letter and spirit. It is now imperative on the provincial governments to sit down and formulate constitutional arrangements through provincial assemblies for full implementation of the 18th constitutional amendment and the devolution of higher education to the provinces. The earliest rationalization of HEC’s role ordained in the constitution and a higher degree of empowerment for the provincial higher education set ups would enable the respective provincial governments to manage and provide financial, technical and logistical resources for improving quality, enhancing access and ensuring relevance of research & development at par with national and international standards.

Lately, conflict resolution mechanism envisaged in creating the CCI should be fully mobilized to facilitate and resolve this five year delay in the devolution of higher education to the provincial governments. Otherwise there is a danger that the debate and disappointments simmering in the federating units may unravel the 18th constitutional amendment altogether.
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HIGH EDUCATION: IN THE MIDDLE OF THE FORD

In a centralist governing mechanism prior to the 18th constitutional amendment, it was reasonable to think that higher education was the sole prerogative of the center. But given the governance nature of our entire educational edifice, it has not worked successfully. The entire sector has been compartmentalized along horizontal and vertical lines with blurred boundaries of control between the center and provinces. Primary and secondary education comes within the purview of provincial governments of all federating units of Pakistan; whereas, higher education is monitored and steered from a center through the Higher Education Commission (HEC). The reason for this arrangement is to ensure standardization and quality control at higher education institutions and enable a unified system of the higher education sector. The result has not been desirable in terms of academic and research excellence. The current predicaments being faced by the federating units in reaping the benefits of the 18th constitutional amendment seem to indicate a lack of political will, in fact, a subtle opposition from the beneficiaries of the centralized arrangement of power structure to enforce its implementation in letter and spirit.

A recent study conducted in 12 federations from six continents provide us contrary findings to the claim of the usefulness of a centralized higher education structure such as the HEC. The study findings indicate that in most federations the federating units i.e. states and provinces, take full responsibility in funding, governance and developing academic programs in higher education institutions. With the passage of the 18th constitutional amendment, a number of changes occurred in the higher education sector at the provincial level. The appointment of Vice Chancellors & other administrative functions of the universities were transferred from the Governors (Representative of Federal Government) to the Chief Ministers in Punjab and Sindh through necessary amendments in Universities Acts in Punjab, Khyber Pakhtunkhwa and Sindh. Realizing the role and responsibility of provincial governments, the provincial Higher Education Commissions (PHECs) have been established by Punjab and Sindh. The Balochistan government has also formally announced the establishment of the Balochistan Higher Education Commission (BHEC). The Khyber Pakhtunkhwa government has also started deliberations on the issue.

Moreover, the federating units are more appropriate for developing a unified education system by joining the rivets of primary, secondary and higher education together. This creates an integrated and relevant education system for that federating unit. Furthermore, this unified and locally administered education system can better respond to the needs of the society and industry in the province.
CIVIL SOCIETY PERSPECTIVE: FEDERALISM SANS FEDERAL CULTURE

Five years down the lane if we look at the dividends, unfortunately, it is a perpetual traditional war of turf and territory between the federal and provincial governments, with the federal, Islamabad being blamed for keeping the meat whilst throwing the bones. It appears to be the classic case of a reluctant federation that is not willing to devolve the substantive, especially pertaining to economic rights and natural resources, along with lethargic provinces that too have failed to operationalize what has been given to them, especially related to the creation of empowered local governments. The troubled Balochistan remains a positive exception.

Constitutionally, ‘residual powers’ rest with the provinces. This would mean that they are supposed to be much more alert, creative, innovative and proactive. Nevertheless, provincial zeal is often killed by raising odd questions about capacity in the domain of the executive. This popular refuge is pretty irrational as all tehsils, districts, provinces and Islamabad are run by federally recruited civil services. The question arises as to how officers from similar services and grades conveniently divorce capacity when they are posted in the provinces or districts. Perhaps the so-called giant of capacity can’t be imprisoned only in the file-ridden federal secretariat. This also serves a stark reminder about the pending agenda of civil services reforms duly recommended by the Parliamentary Committee on Constitutional Reforms (PCCR) that crafted the 18th amendment. The PCCR had made it explicitly clear that the new constitutional software of Pakistan i.e. the post-18th amendment governance would require a new kind of civil service system and for that and the federal and provincial public services commissions must sit together and figure out the way forward. Progress in this regard is simply zero. Unless we embark on futuristic civil services reforms, the new constitutional software will remain incompatible with the hardware of delivering governance at the federal, provincial and local levels.

The 18th amendment had inserted the innovative entry 13 in the Federal Legislative List-II that is, ‘Inter-provincial matters and coordination.’ As of today, this remains one of the less utilized constitutional provisions. Rather, unilateral usurpation of this constitutional software attempted to program the governance architecture in the language of cooperative federalism.

If one dissects deeper, the logical conclusion that emerges is that after the completion of the work of the constitutionally mandated Implementation Commission on June 30, 2011, that devolved to the provinces everything related to the erstwhile Concurrent List in the Constitution of 1973, there is no functional mechanism of hand holding of the provinces for a meaningful transition. Even any kind of communication link between the federation and the provinces on issues pertaining to democratic devolution is also missing. This does not auger well for the country’s future indigenous constitutional reforms and therefore the bitter harvest is nothing but compounded confusions and mistrust along with new federal-provincial conflicts and resentment.

Pakistani civil society received the 18th amendment with a varying degree of both optimism and skepticism. Several narrow filters were applied during its coverage by the Pakistani media. Instead of exploring the critical questions around the core of provincial autonomy, the media preferred to discuss about the utility and relevance of constitutionalism in the age of economic miseries and developmental deprivation and disparities. Majority tried to find faults in the amendment and criticized the in-camera process and the final product crafted by the political leadership. Their reductionist view looked only at the changes brought in to the Constitution and they conveniently ignored the set of recommendations made to the executive by the PCCR for vital reforms and more importantly, the seventeen notes of reiteration by various political parties on contested and contentious issues that could not yield political consensus during this process. These notes of reiteration could be described as pending politics and whenever the posture decides to evolve a consensus on these contentious issues, then only will these be picked up as an agenda for future constitutional reforms. The 18th amendment is not carved on a stone as a final word. Nobody has claimed so and we are a living nation with an ever-evolving organic constitution. Democracy, federalism and constitutionalism are always considered as work in progress. The process of the 18th amendment was purely an indigenous politics-led initiative and as a prelude, there were no donor-supported consultative workshops and papers. History is witness that all artificially transplanted reforms withered away with the demise of legitimacy starved regime whereas the 18th amendment has passed the test of time and change in the ruling elite.

Today, the best way to revisit the 18th amendment after five years, is to federelize the governance architecture of Pakistan. Without federal culture, functional federal constitution and contenting culture cannot be formulated. It is also a time to nurture a federal imagination in Pakistan for a better future. Presently, in the absence of any federal-provincial hand holding mechanisms, democratic devolution in the wake of the 18th amendment is like my childhood story ‘Blind men and the elephant’ where everyone lives with their own half-truths. Today, Pakistan needs the whole truth and that too according to the Constitution that asks for a federal, parliamentary and democratic Pakistan.
GERMAN CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE FEDERALIZATION PROCESS IN PAKISTAN

The adaption of the 18th amendment in 2010 meant a landmark shift in the mode of political decision-making and in the administrative modus operandi of the entire Islamic Republic of Pakistan. It was a decision that the National Assembly of Pakistan was applauded for throughout the world, because it was perceived as another major step towards making Pakistan a truly democratic country that promotes participation at all levels through devolution of power from the federal to the provincial level and beyond.

Coming from Germany, which is a federal state itself, I am a firm believer in subsidiarity, strengthening of subnational governance structures and enhancing citizen’s participation in shaping their local living environments. Against this background, Germany was eager to support the federalization process in Pakistan from its very beginning.

The ratification of the 18th amendment entails transferring a multitude of responsibilities to the provincial level, e.g. social services like education and health, but also energy, agriculture and infrastructure. As a consequence, not only the provincial governments and the respective line departments needed to explore how they could best assume their new responsibilities, also the federal departments needed to re-define their roles in this new set-up as coordinating and regulatory bodies.

Moreover, a decentralised state requires well-working coordination mechanisms between the federal state and the provinces on the one hand, and inter-provincial coordination on the other hand. Regarding the former, several federal departments have begun holding regular meetings with the provincial line departments and establishing regular exchange. In other sectors, however, working coordination mechanisms are still missing. For the latter, the 18th amendment envisages the Council of Common Interests (CCI) to ensure coordination among provinces. The potential of this important body is yet to be fully harnessed. According to the German experience, such a mechanism is of great importance for coordination in areas that are within provincial responsibility but have repercussions and impact beyond that. Coordination in energy issues (i.e. power generation and transmission) for instance ensures that synergies are created and costs for the individual provinces are reduced. Likewise, coordination in education, which is a provincial responsibility in Germany as well, is needed in order to ensure equal levels of education and harmonisation of content of curricula throughout the country. Only last month we invited H.E. the State Minister for Education, Trainings and Standards in Higher Education, Muhammad Baligh Ur Rehman and some of the Provincial Ministers for Education to an exposure trip to Germany where they explored the set-up and working mode of the respective German coordination body, the so-called “Kultusministerkonferenz”.

Lastly, besides the responsibilities, the underlying finances have to be handed over to the Province’s as well. Devising a balanced budget allocation formula and a functional mode of transfer of funds – known as the National Finance Commission Award and the Provincial Finance Commission Awards – is a major challenge in itself that requires thorough consultation and consideration.

The list of issues that the Pakistani federal and provincial governments had to tackle is obviously long. Hence it is well recognised that resolving all these issues would take time—after all a vital federal state requires constant change and adoption.

Five years after the adoption of the 18th amendment, our Pakistani partners can look at some major achievements that were made in clarifying roles and responsibilities, capacitating the provincial governments, establishing coordination mechanisms and devising provincial sector strategies together with the support of the development partners.

Germany has been contributing to achieving these goals and we are committed to stand with our Pakistani friends in making the federalization process in Pakistan a success story. The federalization process has become a cross-cutting issue and we believe that it should be mainstreamed in all activities that development partners undertake throughout the different sectors. With the German Development Cooperation we are committed to supporting the devolution of power and inter-provincial exchange in the areas of taxation, health and especially local governance, to mention just a few.

In the area of taxation, the 18th amendment brought about the need to transfer the responsibility for collecting sales tax on services to the provinces to meet expenditure in social sectors. Germany has been supporting the provincial Revenue Authorities of Punjab and Khyber Pakhtunkhwa (KP) which are both recently established institutions. We also facilitate exchange on outstanding tax collection and other issues between the Federal Board of Revenue and the Excise and Taxation Departments as well as Revenue Authorities from KP, Sindh, and Punjab.

In the health sector we work with the Ministry of National Health Services Regulation and Coordination in order to facilitate exchange and coordination with the provincial departments in establishing social health protection schemes. With the KP Department of Health, we aim at promoting the implementation standards and regulations for health services on the provincial level by supporting the Health Sector Reform Unit and strengthening the Health Regulatory Authority.

Finally, Germany has been especially engaged in helping to establish sub-provincial local government structures. After the 18th amendment had confirmed that local governments were at the disposal of provincial governments, we supported the Government of KP in developing the Khyber Pakhtunkhwa Local Government Act 2012. Following that, Germany helped to clarify roles and responsibilities between the province and the local governments. We supported the KP Elementary and Secondary Education Department in identifying departmental functions which will be devolved to local governments after local bodies’ elections have taken place. The German Governance and Education Programmes utilized their respective expertise which also included budget analyses. Beyond that, the Governance Programme also supports the department in their fiscal decentralization to ensure that funds follow devolved functions.

Based on our own experience we are convinced that inter-provincial exchange is imperative in all areas of provincial responsibility. In the area of local governance, the Local Council’s Association Khyber Pakhtunkhwa was supported in inter-provincial exchange with the other three existing associations from Sindh, Punjab, and Balochistan. The associations utilized this forum to compare the local government legislation of all provinces, discuss their role towards and involvement with local government departments, and their joint position on a future local government system.

Against this background we are glad to see that lately, the process of constituting local government structures has picked up momentum and that we might expect local government elections in all four provinces of Pakistan until the end of this year.

Providing assistance that ensures that the next step in the federalization process, beyond the provincial level, is successful will be at the core of future German Development Cooperation. We are committed to share our experiences in planning and budgeting within the federal state with a special view to the local level.

The 18th amendment marked the start of the federalization process in Pakistan. At its fifth anniversary we can look at many achievements, but we are also aware that the successful completion of this process will require more time, commitment and resources. I am hopeful that the Government of Pakistan will stay committed to the implementation of the achievements of the 18th amendment. Likewise I hope that development partners will continue promoting this process wherever possible-Germany will certainly do so.
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1. How do you view the inter-provincial relationship after the 18th Amendment? Has it improved? If yes, how and in which areas/sectors? If not, what are the reasons?

The 18th Amendment has promoted better understanding between the federal and provincial governments and among the provinces. There is a consensus between the provinces and a constitutional guarantee. However, that being said, there is still a lot of work left to be done.

2. What are the key bottlenecks in the implementation of the 18th Amendment at both federal and provincial levels?

The biggest roadblock in the implementation of the 18th Amendment is the federal government’s reluctance to cooperate and implement it. The federal government is trying to control areas which the provincial governments have power over. An example of this is the syllabus issue. The federal government needs to realize that the 18th Amendment is very beneficial if it is implemented properly.

3. What are your suggestions to overcome these bottlenecks for the smooth transition of devolution at the federal, provincial and district levels?

One thing which will make a big difference is if the Council of Common Interests (CCI) is more active. The CCI is supposed to have at least one meeting in 90 days but that is not happening. If that happens, many issues will be resolved.
1. How do you view the inter-provincial relationship after the 18th Amendment? Has it improved? If yes, how and in which areas/sectors? If not, what are the reasons?

I do not think the relationship has been affected since the 18th Amendment was not implemented properly. The provinces have not been able to take care of the departments that now come under their control while the federal government has not fully come to terms with what the 18th Amendment entails.

2. What are the key bottlenecks in the implementation of the 18th Amendment at both federal and provincial levels?

On paper, the 18th Amendment has been passed but it has not been implemented. One big reason for that is the lack of capacity building for the provinces. The provinces were not equipped to deal with the departments that now come under their control and do not have the resources to either. Tourism, education and health are the main areas that are suffering.

3. What are your suggestions to overcome these bottlenecks for the smooth transition of devolution at the federal, provincial and district levels?

The provinces should have been given control of the various departments in phases after ensuring that their capacity to handle them was built. They have been given control but are not able to utilize the 18th Amendment and the government is not very supportive either.

We view the relationship as a positive one. We deal with inter-provincial matters through the Council of Common Interests (CCI) and even though the meetings have not been held regularly due to the Prime Minister’s busy schedule, we have been dealing with several national matters and they are being settled. The inter-provincial relations are functioning through the respective ministries. Provincial autonomy has definitely improved and the Ministry of Inter Provincial Coordination (IPC) has ensured allocation of resources.

There are no such bottlenecks but there are certainly some issues present. The issues that exist are for example, of employment in the devolved ministries. The uniformity of policy is also an issue. Another issue is that the provinces have their own claims over oil and gas and want to enforce their own policies.

Uniformity of policy and approach must be ensured and the IPC is doing the residual work.

Chairman HEC Dr. Mukhtar Ahmed and Mr. Marc André Franche, Country Director UNDP, award federalism fellowship certificate to HEC-UNDP fellow.
In the developed world, the entire political structure is based on local governments. Politicians are first nourished here and then go on to become leaders at the national level. Take for example, ex Prime Minister Yousaf Raza Gillani, who took his start from basic democracy as well.

More forums like the Council of Common Interests should be established at the provincial level where issues pertaining to inter-provincial relationships should be discussed. The forum should be open for any sort of discussion in view of the benefits and interests of the nation and the country. Recommendations and suggestions should be welcomed instead of being criticized.

The devolution of higher education to the provinces after the 18th amendment has had a positive impact for the youth as the number of universities have increased. But simultaneously it has affected the quality of education and fees have gone beyond the capacity of the middle class.

The local government system truly serves as the launching pad for future political leaders. It provides an opportunity at a very young age to understand the importance of the voting process, the opinion of the masses and enables them to take part in the decision making process.
The devolution of higher education to the provinces post the 18th amendment will have a mixed impact for the youth, mostly negative. With the federal government overseeing such matters, there was always pressure on it to deliver a bare minimum of acceptable performance, as foreign aid often depended on it in some conditional ways. However, in provinces with well-meaning governments, there is the possibility of considerable improvement in the education system.

The 18th amendment ensures more provincial autonomy, but it does not enhance the inter-provincial relationships. Provincial governments are being run by different political parties who have different priorities. They have established their own trade relations with governments of different countries. At the same time, their autonomy has started a competition among provinces in fields of economics, health, education and development, which is helping in the betterment of the provinces.

Access to leadership roles is not easy for the youth at all. Here, money matters only. If you belong to a powerful, loaded family then you have influence over local leaders who can get you any opportunity you want. Therefore, I do not see much role of the local government in providing the youth an opportunity as future political leaders.
Under the 18th amendment, all provinces share equal responsibilities and the resources are distributed in an agreed and transparent manner with adequate freedom given to provinces for making their own decisions and an enabling environment for fair play is created. Therefore, we may expect better inter-provincial relationships post the 18th amendment.

In the past, it has been observed that students from smaller provinces have been deprived from scholarship schemes owing to one reason or the other. Therefore, devolution of higher education to the provinces after the 18th amendment will increase share of students in the provinces and assist the spread of education amongst a larger youth population.

The devolution of power at the local government level will provide awareness regarding leadership and furnish the youth at the grass root level. The youth can play a vital role in the democratic process. Such an action will enable the youth to understand issues and challenges at the local level, in comparison to the global scenario and allow them to hone their skills from an early age.

The role of the 18th amendment is very positive in terms of improving inter-provincial relationships as well as the relationship of the centre with the provinces. The amendment will promote an enhanced role of the provinces in policy making. Moreover, it will offer a guarantee towards provincial autonomy which will improve the level of trust.

“Article 247 about FATA and PATA should be deleted and the people of FATA should be given their rights.”

Senator Haji Muhammad Adeel
Policy Dialogue: Future of Federalism and Democratic Devolution in Pakistan
1st August 2013, Islamabad